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ABSTRACT

For over 10 years, MACLISP has supported a variety
of projects at M.I.T.'s Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory, and the Laboratory for Computer Science (formerly Project MAC). During this time, there
has been a continuing development
of the MACLISP system, spurred in great measure by the needs
of
MACSYMAdevelopment.Hereinarereported,
in amosiac,historicalstyle,themajorfeatures
of the
system. For each feature discussed, an attempt will be made to mention the year of initial development,
andthenames
of persons or projectsprimarilyresponsibleforrequiring,needing,
or suggestingsuch
features.
INTRODUCTION

In 1964,
Greenblatt
and
others
participated
in the
check-out
phase
of Digital
Equipment
Corporation's new computer, the PDP-6. This machine had a number
of innovative features that were
thought to be ideal for the development
of a list processing system, and thus it was very appropriate that
thefirstworkingprogramactually
run on thePDP-6 was anancestor of thecurrentMACLISP.This
earlyLISPwaspatternedaftertheexistingPDP-1
LISP (see reference l ) , and was produced by using
the text editor and a mini-assembler on the PDP-1. That first PDP-6
finally found its way into M.I.T.'s
ProjectMACfor
use by theArtificiallntelligencegroup(the
A.1. grouplaterbecametheM.I.T.
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, and Project MAC became the Laboratory for Computer Science).
By
1968, the PDP-6 wasrunningtheIncompatibleTime-sharingsystem,and
was soon supplanted by the
PDP-IO.Today,theKL-I
0, anadvanced version of thePDP-10,supportsavariety
of time sharing
systems, most of which are capable of running a MACLISP.
2) grewout
of projectsstarted o n the7090 LISP 1.5, namelyMoses'
SIN
MACSYMA(ref.
program
and
Martin's
MATHLAB.
By implementing
the
Project
MAC
Symbolic
and
Algebraic
manipulation
system
in LISP,
many
advantages
were
obtained.
Of particular
importance
were
(i)abasicdataconventionwell-suitedforencodingalgebraicexpressions,(ii)theabilityformany
independent individuals tomakeprogrammingcontributions
by adheringtotheprogramminganddata
framework of LISP,and (iii) theavailability of agoodcompileranddebuggingaids
in the MACLISP
system.Astheyearsrolledby,thequestion
was asked"WhatpriceLISP"?That
is,howmuch
faster
could thealgebraicsystembe
if the advantages brought by theLISPsystemwereabandonedandan
all-out effort was made in machine language? Moses has estimated that
about a factor of two could be
gained (private communication), but at the cost
of shifting much of the project resources from mathematical research to coding and programming. However, that
losscouldhavebeenmuchlargerhadnot
MACLISPdevelopmentkeptpace,beinginspiredbytheproblemsobservedduringMACSYMA
development, and the development of other projects in the A.I. Laboratory. The most precarious strain
placed o n the supporting LISP system by MACSYMA has been
its sheer size, and this has led
to new
and fundamental changes to MACLISP, with more yet still in the future. Many times, the MACSYMA
*During the calendar year 1977, the author
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598.

is located at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center,
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system was not able to utilize the solution generated for one of its problems, due to the familiar trap of
havingalreadytoo.much
code investedinsomebypasssolution;buttherehasgenerallybeenan
interchange of ideas amongst those groups using MACLISP at the A.I. Lab and LCS, and another group
may have received the benefit of an idea born by MACSYMA needs.

of development, it is useful to think of it as one
Because the system is still evolving after a decade
bigpiece of data, a program stillamenabletofurthercriticalreviewandemendation.Beloware
presented some of the developments of thispast 10 years,withalittlebit
of explanation as to their
significance and origin.

HOW WE GOT TO WHERE WE ARE
Clever Control Features
In 1966, Greenblatt suggested abandoning the a-list model for program variables, and returning to a
standard save-and-restore stack model such as
might be used byarecursive FORTRAN. This was the
first LISP to do
so, andalaterLISPdevelopedatBolt,Beranek,andNewman(BBN)inCambridge
usedamodel
whereby storage for program variables was dynamically allocated
on the top of astack.
Both stack models could achieve a significant speed-up over the
a-list models, but at a cost of limiting
the use of FUNCTION (see ref. 3 ) . The BBN LISPlaterbecameINTERLISP(ref.
4), andcurrently
has a stack model with the same function capabilities as the
a-list model. In 1975, the PROGV feature
was added and is apparently unique to MACLISP. PROGV
is essentially PROG, except that the list of
variables is notsyntacticallypresent,butrather
is computedasanargumenttoPROGV;previously,
about the best one could do was to
call EVAL (or APPLY) with a dynamically-constructed LAMBDA
expression.
In 1969,Sussman,noticingfeatures
of theMULTICSoperatingsystem,demandedsomesimilar
features for MACLISP: asynchronous interruption capability, such as alarmclocks, job-console control
keys, hardware faults, interprocess communication, and exceptional process conditions (chiefly, errors).
ManyLISPsystemsnowpermittheusertosupplyfunctions
for handlingstandardLISPerrors,and
provide for some mechanism at the job-console to interrupt the system, putting
it into a top-level-like
loop called BREAK.MACLISPpermitsinterruptioncapability
on anycharacter of theinput-console
keyboard;theusermaydesignateanyfunction
to be run whenaparticularkey
is typed.Tosome
degree,thesefeaturesappearedconcurrentlyinINTERLISP,butespeciallythestackframeand
debuggingfacilities of INTERLISPinspired similar onesinMACLISP.
In mid-1976,MACLISP could
finally give an interrupt to the user program
on several classes of hardware-detected conditions: access
(read or write) to a specific address, attempted access to non-existent address, attempted write access
intoread-onlymemory,parity
error, and illegal instruction.Furthermore,someoperatingsystem
conditions couldtriggerspecialinterrupts:systemabout
to shutdown in afewminutes,andconsole
screen altered by system. Evident from the development
of LTSP-embedded systems was the need for a
NOINTERRUPTfacility, whichcould protectuser-codedprocessesfromanaccidental,mid-function
abortingsuchas might occurduringanasynchronousinterrupt.Steeledesignedandimplementedthe
current scheme in late 1973.
Sussman’sdevelopment
of MICRO-PLANNER(ref.
5 ) requiredsomemorecapabilities
for
intelligent,dynamicmemorymanagement;andthusWhite,
in 1971,introducedprogrammableparametersforthegarbagecollector
- aminimumsize
foreachspace,a
maximumallowable,andafigure
demanding that a certain amount be
reclaimed (or found free) after a collection. Then
in the next year
came the GC-DAEMON mechanism, whereby a
user function is called immediately after each garbage
collection so that it canintelligentlymonitortheusage
of memoryandpurposefullymodifythe
memory-management parameters. Baker, who has recently done work
on concurrent garbage collection
(ref. 6), has produced a typical storage monitor using the MACLISP mechanisms (ref. 7).
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Sussman'slaterdevelopment
of CONNIVER(ref. 8 ) showedtheneedforasort
of non-local
GOTO, as a means of quickly aborting a computation (such as a pattern-matching data-base search) that
hadgonedownawrongpath.Thusin1972WhitedevisedtheCATCHandTHROWfacilities
(THROWprovidesaquick,non-localbreak-out
to aprogramspotdeterminedbyCATCH),and
implemented FRETURN as a means of an impromptu "THROW" out of any stackframe higher up than
the current point of computation (this is especially effective if an error break occurs, and the user can
supply by hand a correct return
value for some pending subroutine call several levels up the stack). In
1975, Steele coded the EVALHOOK feature, which traps each interpretive entry to EVAL during the
evaluation of a , piece of code;thispermitteduserstowritedebuggingpackagesthatcaneffectively
llsingle-step'' through an evaluation.
Theembedding
of advancedprogramming-languagesystemsinLISP,suchasMACSYMA,
MICRO-PLANNER, CONNIVER, and LLOGO (ref. 9) required a means
of insulating the supporting
system (written as LISP code) from the users code (written
in the new experimental language). Sussman
and White noticed that the action
of INTERN was primarily a table look-up, and they implemented this
table(in1971)asaLISParray,whicharray
is heldasthe
value of theglobalvariableOBARRAY.
Thus a user can change, or even LAMBDA-bind, the INTERN environment.
Similarly, the action of the
programmablereader could becontrolled byexposingitssyntaxandmacrotableasthe
value of the
global variable READTABLE, which was done in 1972. In 1975, the MAPATOMS function as found in
INTERLISP was implemented for quickly applying a function
to all the objects on a given OBARRAY.
All these.embeddedsystemswantedtohavebettercontrolovertheLISP
top-level andbreak-level
loops; so in 1971twofeatureswereadded:1)abilitytoreplacethe
top-level ar,d break-levelaction
with a form of the user's choice, and 2) a facility
to capture control after a system-detected error has
occurred but before re-entry to the top
level. At first, the error-break permitted only exiting
by quitting
out back totop level, butlaterthesebreaksweresuchthatmanyerrorscouldbecorrectedandthe
computationrestartedatthepointjustprior
to theerrordetection.
By early1975, it wasnotedthat
many applications wanted to alter what
might be called the default input reader and the default output
printer; the former because their code
files were written with many macro and special facilities, and the
latter because of the occurrence of circular list structure. Thus the two variables READ and PRINI,
if
non-NIL, hold a user-supplied function for these operations.
1 / 0 Facilities

In 1968,Whiteproposedaprogrammable,macro-characterinputreader,and
by thesummer of
1969,thereader
was in operation.Sincethattime,someotherLISPShaveaddedcertainspecial
features to their readers, such as inputting
'A as (QUOTE A), or as in INTERLISP, permitting the user
to change the meaning
of break, separator, and escape characters; but to the author's knowledge none
have any user-programmable macro' facility, nor so wide a range of parsing options as does MACLISP.
The PRINT function of MACLISPhasremainedrelativelyneglectedovertheyears;but
in 1973
SteeleimplementedthePRINLEVELandPRINLENGTHfacilitiesasinspired
by theINTERLISP
PRINTLEVEL facility. LISPhasalwayshadthenotion
of "line length",suchthat
if morethana
specified number of characters were output without an intervening newline character, the a newline was
automatically inserted by the system (this was especially practical
in the days when model 33 Teletypes
were the main terminal used, and the operating system
did not take care of preventing too long a line).
MACLISPallowedanoverrideonthisautomaticinsertionfeature,but
in 1,976 Steelemodifiedthis
facility so that,evenwhennotoverriden,it
would notinsertthegeneratednewlinecharacter
in the
middle of some atom. Along with the macro-reader
in 1968, White installed dynamically-variable base
conversion for fixnums, so that any base between 2 and
36 could be used; for what it's worth, Steele
extended this for roman numerals also in 1974.

.
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Of course the macro functions are written in LISP, what
else!
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The problem of "perfect" output for floating-point numbers on the PDP-10 has apparently not been
solved in any other system. That is, given the more-or-less standard input algorithm for base conversion
fromfloating-point.decimalnumbers(dfpns)
to floating-point binary numbers (bfpns), construct an
output conversion algorithm such that
i) every representable bfpn is converted to a shortest dfpn, and
ii) if e is a representable bfpn, and e*
is its dfpn image by the output algorithm, then the input
algorithm applied to e* produces exactly e.
In 1972, White devised and installed in MACLISP an algorithm that was more nearly ''perfect'' than any
otherknowntotheauthor
or to persons of his acquaintance;andinMay1977WhiteandSteele
improved that algorithm so that they think it is "perfect'' (a proof of which is forthcoming). Most other
algorithms will increasetheleast-significantbit
of somenumberswhenpassedthroughtheread-inof
print-outcycle(seereference
10 forapossibleexplanation
of why thisproblem is so hard).Golden
anticipates MACSYMA's usage of this capability, "perfect" print-out, if it indeed is truly so.
1l ) , apreliminaryversion
of amultiple 1 / 0 scheme wascodedup
by
Inspired by LISP1.6(ref.
Stallman in 197 1. Prior to this, MACLISP could effectively READ from at most one
file at a time, and
PRINT out onto at most one file at a time; furthermore, there were no provisions for 1 / 0 other than the
ASCIIstreams implicit in READ and PRINT. That
preliminaryversionwasabandoned
in early1973,
and a decision was made to copy the design of the MULTICS version 1 / 0 (which had been developed
rather independently). This scheme, coded
by Steele and ready for
use early in 1975, has been termed
"Newio''.Ithassincebeenundergoingcontinuingcheck-outanddevelopmentup
until now,and in
January 1977 became the standard MACLISP
o n the ITS versions, although
we havenotyetmadethe
necessary modifications to the TOPS-10 version.

Between1967and1971,the
A.1. Lab Vision Group, and MACSYMA Group saw the
need for a
fastermethod of gettingcompiledLISPsubroutines
off disk storageandintoarunningsystem.
Back
then,thecompiler
would producea file of LAP code, whichwould beassembled in eachtime it was
required. The first step
in this direction was taken in 1969 when White devised a dynamic array space,
with automaticgarbagecollection.ThenWhiteandothersworkedoutarelocatableformatfor
disk
storage such that t h e load in time could be minimal; Steele and White implemented this scheme between
1972 and 1973, called FASLOAD. Golden reported that the time to load
in all the routines comprising
thethen-existingMACSYMAdroppedfromaboutanhourtotwominutes;continuingMACSYMA
developmentcertainlyrequiredthisFAStLOADingscheme.Closelyfollowing
in timewasthe
AUTOLOAD scheme, whereby a function that was not part
of the in-core environment, but resident
in
FASL format on disk, would be FASLOADed in upon first invocation.
Arithmetic Capabilities
Perhapsthemoststunningachievement
of MACLISP has been the method
of arithmetic that has
permittedFORTRAN-likespeedfromcompiledLISPcode.In1968,MartinandMoses,foreseeing
future needs of MACSYMA, demanded better arithmetic capabilities from MACLISP.
In 1969, Martin
changedtheimplementation
of numbers so that FIXNUMs and FLONUMS consumed only one word,
rather than three - that is, the LISP 1.5 format was abandoned and numbers were implemented
merely
asthepointertothefull-wordspace
cell containingtheirvalue.Suchascheme
hadalreadybeen
accomplished,partially, in other LISPS. After that change
in the interpreter had been completed, some
new functions were introduced for type-specific arithmetic:
for fixed point: + - * / 1+ 1for
floating
point:
+ $ -$ *$ / $ 1 + $ 1-$
foreither(butnotmixed):
= < >
Later,morefunctionswereadded,suchasfixed-pointsquare-root,and
greatest-common-divisor. The
fixed-point functions would be an automatic declaration to the compiler that
all arguments and results
would befixnums,andthat
all arithmeticcanbemodulo235;similarly,theflonumfunctions
would
specify the use of floating point hardware in the compiled code.
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Atthesametime,Binfordsuggestedinstalling-separate
full-word stacksforFIXNUMsandfor
FLONUMs,andinterpretingthesestackaddressesasthecorrespondingtypenumber.ThenWhite
proposed eliminating the discontinuity in FIXNUM representation caused by the INUM scheme,.so that
open-compilation of numeric code would need no extra, interpretive-like steps
to extract the numerical
valuefromaLISPnumber;2Whitealsodesignedascheme
for using thenumberstacks,interfacing
compiledsubroutineswithoneanotherandwiththeinterpreter.Theredesign
of number storage, and
the design of a numeric subroutine interface, was for the purpose of permitting the compiier to produce
code similar to what a PDP-10 FORTRAN compiler could produce on essentially numeric program^.^
Work then began on the compiler to take advantage
of all this, and a preliminary version for arithmetic
code was operational by late1971,underthecare
of GoldenandRosenwho
did most of theearly
coding. Rosen and White developed optimization in the compiler during 1972, and White continued this
workthroughtheend
of 1976.In1974,WhiteandSteeleextendedthearraydatafacilities
of
MACLISP to include FORTRAN-like arrays of fixnums and flonums so that the compiler could optimize
array references in numerical code; see Steele's paper describing the current output available from the
compiler (ref. 13).
Earlyalong in MACSYMAdevelopment,MosesandMartinsawtheneedforvariable-precision
integer arithmetic, and thus the BIGNUM functions
were born, with most algorithms
taken from Knuth
(ref.14).During1972and1973,Goldensuggestedthe
need in MACSYMAforsome
of the usual
transcendentalfunctions, like SIN,COS,naturallogarithmandanti-logarithm,andarc-tangent(these
wereadaptedfromsomerationalapproximations
originally developed by White in 1967); for C C D ,
HAULONG,HAIPART,andimprovementstothetheexponentiationfunctionEXPT;andforthe
ZUNDERFLOW switch, which permits interpretive arithmetic routines to substitute a real zero for any
floating-pointresultthatcausesafloating-pointunderflowcondition.
By combiningthebinaryand
Lehmer algorithms from Knuth (ref.
15). Gosper produced a
C C D algorithmearly in 1976 which runs
much faster on bignum inputs.Also,
in 1976,afeature
was addedtotheinterpretivefloating-point
addition and subtraction routines such that
if the sum is significantlylessthantheprincipalsummand,
thenthe sum is convertedtozero;thevariableZFUZZ
holds ascale-factorfor this feature, which is
still considered experimental (LISP370 has a
more pervasive use of a similar feature in all floating-point
arithmetic and 1 / 0 functions).
Randomness has always been a property
of MACLISP, having had a linear-shift-register RANDOM
number generator since early times. This generator produced a maximally-long sequence, was extremely
fast, and moderately acceptable for
most applications. However,
i t failedthe correlated-triples test, and
when i t was used to generaterandomscenesfordisplay
on the LOGO Adventcolorprojector.
it
produced some very nice kaleidoscopic pictures; so in late 1976, a modification of Knuth's Algorithm A
(ref. 16) was'coded by Horn.
Ancillary Packages
A number of ancillary functions have been coded
in LISP, mostly by persons who were LISP users
in when
rather than system developers, and are kept stored
in their compiled, FASL format for loading
desired. In 1970, Binford codedasmall,butpowerful,subset
of theINTERLISPin-coreeditorasa
LISPpackage,butthiswaslaterrecoded
in machinelanguage;amoreextensiveversion
of the
lNTERLZSP editor has been coded
by Gabriel in 1975. In 1970, Winstondesignedandcoded
INDEX,
~.
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*MACLISP, by inspecting the numerical value of a number coming into the FIXNUM-comer, supplies a
canonical,read-onlycopyforfixnums
in therange of about-1000.to
+2000. Thissignificantly
reduces the number of new cells required by running arithmetic code, without significantly slowing
down the operations. Currently, no similar action
is taken for FLONUMs.
3The generally-accepted opinion in 1968, and indeed in some quarters up until 1973, was that LISP is
inherently a hundred times slower on arithmetic than is FORTRAN. Fateman's note in 1973 effectively
rebutted this opinion (ref. 12), but
in 1969 it tonk faith to go ahead
with this plan; only Martin and
the author had a clear resolve to do so then.
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a package to analyze a file
of LISP programs and report on- certain properties therein. During 1972,
Goldstein replaced an existing, slow pretty-printer (called GRIND) with a programmable pretty-printer
(ref. 17), and Steele spruced-up an existing TRACE package to have more features. After the Newio
schemebecameoperational,twopackageswerecodedforthefastdumpingontodiskandretrieval
therefrom of numeric arrays, and a FASDUMP package was implemented for MACSYMA that could
quickly and efficiently store list structure on disk (Kulp had a hand in developing this package, but it
may no longerbe in use).Many
of theseuser-suppliedpackagesnowreside
on adisk areacalled
LIBLSP, whichincludesa
FORMATpackagebyWhiteforprintingoutnumbersundercontrol
of a
format(suchas
is used in FORTRAN), apackageforreadingandprintingcircular
list structures,
various debugging packages and s-expression editors, and many others.

In 1973Prattwascontinuingwork
on a"frontend''forLISP,CGOL(ref.18),
which hehad
begun at Stanford University in 1971, and he had it generally operational a t a number of sites by 1975.
It exemplifies the Pratt operator-precedence parser (now used at the front end
of MACSYMA), and has
some of the character of MLISP (ref. 19). However, the CGOL-to-MACLISP conversion is dynamic and
fast, and furthermore, an acceptable inverse operation has been implemented,
so that one can effectively
usethis ALGOL-likelanguage whilestill retaining all theadvantages of MACLISP(fastinterpreter,
good compiler, many debugging aids, ,etc.). It
is not at all impractical to replace the MACLISP default
readerandprinter
with CGOL's(seenotes
on READandPRINl
in thelastparagraph
of "Clever
Control Features'' above), so that CGOL may be properly thought of as an alternate external syntax for
LISP. See reference 7 for a practical example
- one particular GC-DAEMON function for MACLISP,
coded in CGOL.
MIDAS,theA.I.Lab'sassembly-languagesystemforthePDP-IO,cooperates
with MACLISP to
the extent of being able to produce a FASL format file. A number of these ancillary packages have thus
beencoded
in machinelanguageforgreaterefficiency.In
mid 1973,Steelecodedaversion
of
Quicksort (ref 20) which is autoloadableasthefunctionSORT;
in 1976, after Newiobecamestable,
Steele coded a file-directory query package (called ALLFILES), and designed a package for creating and
controllingsubjobs(tasks)intheITStime-sharingenvironment(calledHUMBLE).
Using theHUMBLE package, Kulp and others interfaced the text editor
T E C O with MACLISP, for increased programmerefficiency in debuggingandupdatingLISPprograms.Kulpandothershadproposedatextprocessingsystemsuitablefor
use witha photo-composertobewritten
in MACLISPand using these
features, but this has not yetbeenrealized.Withthe
ALARMCLOCK facility forperiodicinterrupts,
and HUMBLE for driving sub-tasks, MACLISP is fully equipped for becoming a time-sharing system.
Export Systems
Martin'sdesiretobeabletouseMACSYMA
on theMULTICSsystem
led tothestart
of a
MULTTCS version of MACLISP, begun in late 1971 by Reed; after this was
fully operational in 1973,
Moon, who had worked on it wrote the now-extinct MACLISP Reference Manual published
in March
1974(ref.21).Althoughtherehasbeen
little use of MACSYMA on theMULTICSversion,
it was
successfully transplanted there; several other extension systems developed
on the PDP-10 versionwere
also successfully tested on the MULTICS version, such as LLOGO and CONNIVER.

In the summer of 1973, the MACLISP system was extended to permit its use on TOPS-10, DEC's
non-pagedtimesharingsystem.Muchhelp
on thisdevelopmenthascomefrommembers
of the
Worcester Polytech Computation Center, and from the resources
of the Computer Science department of
Carnegie-MellonUniversity.
Theimpetusfor
havinga TOPS-10versioncamefrommanyacademic
institutions,wherestudentswithinterestsinartificialintelligencehadbeenintrigued
by MICROPLANNER and CONNIVER and their applications, and
had wanted to experiment with these systems
on their own PDP-10s.Later,asM.I.T.graduatestudentsandprofessorsmovedtootheruniversities,
they took withthem the desire to use MACLISP, rather than any
of the other available LISP alternatives. The major difficulty in export
to these other institutions has been their
lack of adequate amounts
of main memory - fewplacescouldeven
run the MACLISP compiler, which requires 65+K. At one
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time MoseshadadesiretoexportMACSYMAthroughthismeans,but
this hasnotprovedfeasible.
Even for theKI-10andKL-10processors,
whichhavepagingboxes,
theTOPS-10operatingsystem
does not give userprogramssufficientcontroloverthepage-map;consequently,thisversion
of
MACLISP is to some degree less efficient in its memory utilization.

of
The TENEX and TOPS-20 operating systems
should be able to support the TOPS-10 version
MACLISP,underacompatibilitymode,buttherehasbeensome.difficultythere.
In 1971,aspecially
tailored version of MACLISP was run under the TENEX system, but this version died out for lack
of
interest. If futureinterestdemandsit,thereshouldbenotroubleingettingalmostthefullrange
of
MACLISPfeaturesfoundontheITSversiontobeimplemented
in aTOPS-20/TENEX version.In
1976 Gabriel adapted the TOPS-10 version to run on the Stanford
A.I. Laboratory operating system,
and there is currently an increasing body of users out there.
Revised Data Representations

.

Amajor step wastaken in 1973whenthelong-awaitedplansto
revise thestoragestrategy
of
MACLISP saw the light. A plan called Bibop (acronym for Blg Bag
Of Pages), inspired in part by the
prior INTERLISP format, was designed
by White, Steele, and Macrakis; and
this was coded by Steele
during the succeeding year. The new format
relieves the need for a LISP user to make precise allocations of computer memory, and permits dynamic expansion of'each data space (although only the array
storageareacanbedynamicallyreducedinsize).
In 1974,numericarrayswereadded,and
in 1976 a
new data type called HUNK was added as a s-expression vector without any
of the overhead associated
with the array data type. Steele's paper
in theseproceedings (ref. 22) gives a detailed account of how
the current storage picture looks inside MACLISP.
Especially MACSYMA,as well as Winograd'sSHRDLUandHewitt'sPLASMAsystems,needed
theefficiencyandversatility
of these new formats.Theconcept
of "purefreestorage"enteredthe
picture after Bibop became operational: this
is list and s-expression structure that is essentially constant,
and which canberemoved
from theactivestorageareasthatthegarbagecollectormanages.Furthermore, it can be made read-only, and shared among users
of the same system; in MACSYMA, there are
myriads of such cells, and the consequent savings is enormous. Thus the incremental amount
of memory
required for another MACSYMA user on the system starts at only about
45K words!
The Compiler
Greenblatt and others wrote a compiler for the PDP-6 lisp, patterned initially after the one for 7090
LISPonCTSS.Thisearlyattempt
is thegrandfather of boththecurrentMACLISPandcurrent
LISP1.6compilers.However,optimizingLISPcodeforthethePDP-6(andPDP-IO)
is amuchmore
difficulttaskthan
it mightfirst appearto be,because of themultipleopportunitiesprovided
by the
machine architecture. That early compiler had too many bugs to be really useful, but
itdid provide a
good, basic structure on which White began in 1969 (joined by Golden in 1970) to work out the plans
forthefast-arithmeticschemes(seeref.13).TheLISP1.6compilerhasapparentlynothad
so
thorough a check-out and debugging as the MACLISP compiler, since
its reputation is unreliability. The
INTERLISP compiler was produced independently, and seems to be quite reliable; but comparisons have
shown that average programs compile into almost
twice as many instructions through it than through the
MACLISP compiler.
Ad-Hoc Hacs
As the number of new and interactive features grew, there was observed need for a systematic way
to query and change the status of various of the operating system and LISP system facilities. We did not
want to have to introduce a new LISP primitive function for every such feature (there are scores!),
so
thus was born in 1969 the STATUS and SSTATWS series. The first argument to these functions selects
one of many operations, ranging from getting the time
of day from a home-built clock, to reading the
phase of the moon, and to setting up a special T V terminai line to monitor the garbage collector. Later,
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in 1975, the function SYSCALL was added as a LISP entry into the time-sharing system's CALL series
of operations. (See reference 23 for information on the ITS system.)
Between 1970 and 1972, the demands
of the A.I. Lab Vision group necessitated the installation
of
asimulated TVcamera,calledtheFAKETV,alongwithalibrary
file of disk-storedscene images. A
cooperative effort between the Vision group and the LOGO group led' to the design
of a Display-slave
- a higher, display-orientated language for use with the Lab's
340 Display unit using the PDP-6
as an
off-linedisplayprocessor.Goldstein,because
of his interestin LLOGO(ref.9),participated
in the
initial design along with Lerman and White; the programming and coding were done
by the latter two.

In 1973, terminal-input echo processing (rubout capability)
was enhanced, and cursor control
was
madeavailable
totheuserfortheexistingdisplayterminals.Whenthe
A.T. Lab began using the
home-built TV terminal system, Lieberman coded a general-purpose display packages
in LISP for use on
the TV display buffer. When Newio became available
in 1975, Lieberman and Steele showed examples
of split-screen layouts usable from LISP, and
in 1976 Steele showed how to code a variety of "rubout"
processors in LISP.
Furthermore,
Newio
permitted
extended
(12-bit)
input
from
the
keyboards
associated with these terminals.

In 1973,MACLISPcopiedafeaturefromLISP1.6forimprovingfacilities
in linkagebetween
compiledsubroutines - theUUOLINKStechnique.
All compiled-subroutinecallsaredoneindirect
throughatable,
which containsinterpretivelinksforsubroutine-to-subroutinetransfer.Under
user
option, these links may be "snapped" during run time - that is, converted to a single PDP-10 subroutine transfer instruction. A read-only copy
is made of this table (after a system such as MACSYMA
is
generated) so that it maybe restored to its unsnapped state at any time. The advantage
of this is that,
normally, subroutine transfers will take place in one or two instruction executions, but if i t is desired to
debugsomealreadycompiledsubroutines,thenoneneedonlyrestoretheinterpretive
linksfromthe
read-only copy.
Inspired by MACSYMA'shistoryvariables,MACLISPadoptedtheconvention
the variable "*" would hold the most recent quantity obtained at top level.

in early 197 1 that

SXHASH, which has been useful to
In 1973, White coded an s-expression hashing algorithm called
routinesdoingcanonicalization
of list structure(byhashing,onecangreatlyspeed-upthesearchto
determine whether or not there is an s-expression copy in a table EQUAL to a given s-expression).
Toaccommodatethegroupthattranslatedthelunarrocksquery-informationsystemfrom
INTERLISP to MACLISP, the convention
was established in 1974 that car[NIL]=cdr[NlL]=NlL. This
seems
have
tobeen
widely accepted,
since
it simplifies
many
predicates
of the
form
(AND X (CDR X ) (CDDR X ) ) intosomething like (CDDR X).

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
ThemajorproblemnowwithMACLISP,especiallyasfarasMACSYMA
is concerned, is the
limitationimposed by thePDP-10architecture
- an18.-bitaddressspace,
which afteroverhead is
taken out, only leaves about 180K words for data and compiled programs. Steele discusses some
of our
current thinking on what to do about this in his paper (ref. 22) of these proceedings, under the section
"TheAddressSpaceProblem".SincetheLISPmachine
of Greenblatt(ref. 24) is such anattractive
alternative, and is even operational now in 1977, we will n o doubt explore the possibilities of incorporating intoPDP-IOMACLISPsome
of itsuniquefeatures,and
in generaltrytoreducethedifferences
betweenthem.
For thefuture of MACSYMA, we foreseetheneedfornew,
primitive datatypesfor
efficient use of complex numbers and of double-precision floating-point numbers. We anticipate also the
need to have a version efficiently planted in the TOPS-20 system.
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